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"Don't complain about getting old. Some people never get the privilege." - Mark
Twain   

Wednesday, June 03, 2020
Printable Copy or  Audio Version

Morning Summary:  Stock markets have regained a shocking amount of ground
since the lows hit at the end of March. The S&P 500 has since rebounded more
than +40% from the lows and the Nasdaq is actually up +7% year-to-date. Stock
bulls continue to bet on the reopening, pouring money into some of the worst beat
up sectors which are now deemed undervalued as the economy restarts, such as
airlines, energy, and even retailers. Some of that money is shifting out of so-called
"pandemic economy" stocks like video conferencing and streaming services, which
still have incredible gains for the year but seem to have lost a lot of upward
momentum. Many bulls are saying things like, "If you are betting against the
airlines or the big retailers and restaurants then you are betting against a
vaccine." As each day passes they point to the fact we are getting closer to a cure.
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Stock bears, on the other hand, will stick to their argument that the economy is
far from being out of the woods and stocks are overvalued. Some attribute recent
market gains to under-allocated fund managers who have wrongly been expecting
a market pullback and are now simply chasing the market higher as they try to put
money to work. Interesting fact floating around the market the past few days,
pointing out that almost 10% of the entire U.S. GDP sits within 50  miles of New
York City. Some are thinking if the riots and craziness continue there will start to
be more serious questions about the economic reopening and overall costs
associated. Keep in mind, NYC is scheduled to officially re-open next week but
many people are saying they are somewhat scared and apprehensive to commute
back into the city. It will be interesting to see if the major cities can get the
violence and destruction stopped so people aren't as scared to get back to work.
Globally, bears are pointing to the fact divorces can be very messy and expensive
and worry the unfolding U.S.-China breakup or what the media is calling the next
"cold-war" will be no different...costly and messy. Stay tuned... Today, investors
are anxious to see ADP's private payroll report which is expected to show -9
million jobs lost in May on top of the -20.2 million lost in April. ADP's numbers will
be used to gauge the Labor Department's official employment report due out
Friday. ISM Non-Manufacturing for May will also be in the spotlight with analysts
expecting a small improvement. Earnings of interest today included American
Eagle, Campbell Soup, Canada Goose, and Cinemark. Investors today are also
hoping the Energy Information Agency shows another decline in U.S. oil stockpiles
after the American Petroleum Institute showed estimated a surprise decline of
almost half a million barrels yesterday. It's not a large drop but oil traders are
happy with any reductions right now. Oil prices have been given a boost this week
on both rising demand and expectations that members of the OPEC+ pact will
extend output cuts at the upcoming June 4 meeting. As I've mentioned several
times, cheap energy, easy money, low-interest rates, and much more available
labor continues to feed the bulls and keep growth alive.

NBA Could Come Back July 31st: Commissioner Adam Silver is expected to have a proposal to take
to a vote of the NBA's Board of Governors which could allow the league to return to play as early as
July 31st out of Orlando. In addition, the league is also hoping to have the last possible date for a
Finals Game 7 landing on October 12th. I should note, the Board of Governors requires a three-fourths
passage of the 30 teams on a plan to pass a proposal. Hopefully, we can start getting some signs of
professional sports back on the calendar. 

Peak Social Distancing Passed Weeks Ago: The firm SafeGraph, a geospatial data analysis firm,
released their Social Distancing Metric database containing aggregated, anonymized, privacy-safe
data on a range of spatial behaviors of mobile devices. The data summarizes the information in seven
different variables:

Devices leaving home in a day.
Devices away from home for three to six hours at a fixed location.
Devices away from home longer than six hours at a fixed location.
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Adjusted average of daytime hours spent at home.
Devices taking trips longer than 10 miles.
Devices taking trips less than 1.2 miles.
Average time spent at locations far from home.

By the end of March, social distancing had plateaued, and over the first half of April, it moved
sideways. In the second half of April, the index began to decline, as more Americans began leaving
home and taking longer trips away from home. For the average of the week ended May 2, the index
was 20 percent below the mid-April peak. (Source: The Dallas Fed)
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Looking for Van Trump Ag Solution Partners... I want to partner with producers
strategically located across the country where we can distribute and sell DEF
fluid to customers in and around your area.

Like you, I hate having my time wasted by misleading advertisements, so let me
clarify the crazy inexpensive cost you are seeing advertised. If it's something
you might want to explore further please give us a call at 816-322-5300 and we
can provide additional details.

Minimum 6,000 Gallons - Because of our direct buying campaign with the
supplier we have to buy in big bulk. We can drop ship 6,000 gallon
minimums. I'm thinking we can partner to create smaller packaging units
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to supply to producers and buyers in your area. 
90 to 120 Day Lead Time - Again because of logistics, I'm thinking we
need 90 to 120 days lead time to fulfill orders.
Low Price Guarantee - The market price can vary from week-to-week for
DEF but I believe we can guarantee and source the lowest prices in the
industry.    

Wells Fargo Reigns in Loans to Independent Car Dealerships: Wells
Fargo, one of the biggest lenders for new and used car purchases in the U.S.,
sent letters to hundreds of independent auto dealerships last month telling
them that the San Francisco-based company was dropping them as a
customer, according to people with knowledge of the situation. A Wells Fargo
spokeswoman confirmed that the bank, which only makes auto loans through
car dealerships, will no longer accept loan applications from most
independent shops. Independent dealerships typically sell used cars. The
move allegedly stems primarily from concerns about the credit quality of
loans made by independent dealerships according to a person with
knowledge of the bank’s operations. It marks an about-face for the bank
after it had been growing its auto lending business ahead of the pandemic
and it could further dim the outlook for the car industry if more lenders
follow. Wells Fargo has also been stepping back from parts of the mortgage
market since the pandemic began this year but the company maintains that
those moves are due to asset caps the bank is subject to due to its 2016 fake
accounts scandal. Read more HERE.  

RideSharing Coming Back Slowly: Lyft said that rides on the service increased +26% in May
compared with April, a month that saw few state reopenings. Still, Lyft said rides are down about -70%
compared with a year ago. (Source: CNBC)    

CoreLogic Forecasts Declining Home Prices in 2021: One measure of
home prices, the CoreLogic House Price Index, shows home prices nationwide
increased year over year by +5.4% in April 2020 compared with April 2019
and increased month over month by +1.4% in April 2020 compared with
March 2020. No states posted an annual decline in home prices in April 2020.
The CoreLogic HPI Forecast indicates that home prices will increase on a
month-over-month basis by +0.3% from April 2020 to May 2020, and decline
-1.3% on a year-over-year basic from April 2020 to April 2021. 2021 will
mark the first year home prices are expected to decline in more than nine
years. “The very low inventory of homes for sale, coupled with homebuyers’
spur of record-low mortgage rates, will likely continue to support home price
growth during the spring. If unemployment remains elevated in early 2021,
then we can expect home prices to soften. Our forecast has home prices
down in 12 months across 41 states,” Dr. Frank Nothaft, Chief Economist for
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CoreLogic, said in the report. The second graph below shows a comparison of
the national year-over-year percent change for the CoreLogic HPI and
CoreLogic Case-Shiller Index from 2000 to present month with forecasts one
year into the future. The full report is available HERE. 
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CORN  bulls are pointing to a few uncertainties in the U.S. forecast and some
companies using high-tech geospatial and remote sensing technology that are
forecasting the early U.S. yield at between 172 and 175 bushels per acre vs. the
USDA's current 178.5 yield forecast. Bulls also point to the continued talk of more
unplanted acres shifting to soybeans or "prevent planting". Bottom-line, bulls are
thinking the USDA's May total production forecast will be the largest of the year
and the balance sheet should start shrinking a bit from here forward.
Unfortunately, with ending stocks forecast at +3.3 billion bushels it is going to take
a sizeable weather worry to put the balance sheet in a forward-looking position to
attract larger bullish fund interest. On the demand side of the equation, data is
showing ethanol demand improving as the U.S. economy comes back online, but
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many inside the trade suspect the USDA still has another -50 to -100 million
bushels to cut from their demand estimate. As a spec, I still have no position in
this market. As a producer, I have hedges in place on unpriced bushels to help
provide a safety-net and need to price more cash bushels on the next leg-higher. I
am hoping we get some type of U.S. weather story that gives us that opportunity.
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SOYBEAN  traders are now caught trying to differentiate what's real and what's
"fake news". One minute the Chinese are suspending U.S. purchases, the next
minute the USDA is announcing confirmed purchases by the Chinese. As a spec, I
got spooked and exited my bullish position just ahead of yesterday's nice rally
because I was struggling to tell the difference between the rumors and facts. Many
of the best inside the trade seem to have very little edge. Some of the most
experienced and veteran traders I know are scratching their heads and uncertain
about the next 30 to 60 days. The Chinese could certainly step in as larger buyers
of U.S. beans at any given moment, but will they considering the upcoming
presidential election and what feels like increased political tension. Most want to
hope the Chinese come through with their commitment to buy but who knows? At
the same time, there's talk that U.S. acres could move even higher. If U.S.
weather cooperates, that means total production could move higher. Here we sit
going into another summer trying to predict U.S. weather and U.S.-Chinese trade
relations. Both are two headlines extremely difficult to bet on... On the sideline as
a spec until I can see more clearly. As a producer, I'm still targeting Aug-Sep-Oct
as a better pricing window. Technically, we need to close the JUL20 contract back
above $8.55. If that happens we could see a much larger bullish push in money-
flow. The NOV20 contract posted its highest close in almost eight weeks and the
bulls are hoping to see a close back above the $8.65 to $8.70 range.    
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WHEAT bulls are pointing to hot and dry weather across the southern Plains. The
trade is hearing that yields out of southwest Oklahoma are poor but I think most
inside the trade have been anticipating. Bears are pointing to improved weather
across many parts of Europe and the Black Sea region. Globally, the low-cost
exporters remain Russia, Ukraine, and France, all of who Egypt sourced wheat
from earlier this week. I am currently on the sideline as a spec, decided to bank
some bullish profits as weather worries didn't play out to be as problematic as I
was anticipating. Perhaps I will re-own on a break lower? As a producer, I wait
patiently to price more cash.   
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> Ag Industry Receives PPP Loans: Businesses in agriculture, forestry, hunting
and fishing have received nearly $7.6 billion so far in Paycheck Protection Program
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(PPP) loans, which are forgivable loans to small businesses that keep their workers
on the payroll for eight weeks. That’s 1.5% of the $510 billion approved by the
agency as of May 30. Other sectors like health care, construction and professional
services had each received more than $50 billion in loans. Now, lawmakers are on
track to ease the restrictions surrounding how employers use the loans, with the
Senate expected to soon take-up House-passed legislation that would give
borrowing businesses extra time to spend the money and more flexibility to use it
on a variety of expenses. If no senators raise objections, the Senate might quickly
pass the legislation by unanimous consent, according to a Republican aide. Farms
with fewer than 500 employees also qualify for the program, though it wasn’t
designed with agriculture in mind. (Source: Politico)

> FDA Rule Adjustment Opens Door for Ethanal Co. Hand Sanitizers: The
Trump administration said this week it will temporarily allow some impurities in
alcohol-based hand sanitizer to ensure access to the product during the
coronavirus pandemic, reversing course after having tightened restrictions in April.
The move will provide clarity on impurity limits for a slew of fuel ethanol
companies that had switched to producing hand sanitizer during the outbreak,
after regulators discovered some of the impurities several weeks ago. The new
FDA guidance allows up to 2 parts per million of benzene and 50 ppm of
acetaldehyde, according to the web site. The ethanol industry invested millions of
dollars since March to ramp up the output of corn-based alcohol sanitizer at a time
when fuel demand has slumped from the pandemic. Twenty-seven plants are
currently producing ethanol for sanitizer, the Renewable Fuels Association said.
Read more from Reuters.

> Most Farmers See Need for Additional Economic Help: Farmer sentiment
improved slightly in May after falling sharply in both March and April. The Purdue
University-CME Group Ag Economy Barometer reading in May was 103, up 7 points
from the April reading of 96. The barometer’s small improvement left the gauge of
farmer sentiment nearly 40 percent below its February peak of 168. This month’s
survey also indicated that farmer sentiment was virtually unchanged from May
2019 when the index reached its lowest reading of 2019 as U.S. farmers were in
the midst of struggling through a historically difficult spring planting season.
Although overall sentiment improved during May, farmers continue to be
concerned about the impact of coronavirus on their farms. Over 70 percent of
farmers responding to our May survey said they were either very worried (34
percent) or fairly worried (37 percent) about the impact of coronavirus on their
farms’ profitability, up somewhat from a month earlier. Finally, two-thirds of
farmers in the May survey said they think it will be necessary for Congress to pass
another bill to provide more economic assistance to U.S. farmers. The full survey
is available HERE.

> Pork Donations Feed Missouri's Food-Insecure: More than a hundred
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donated hogs are helping to feed food-insecure people in Missouri. The Missouri
Farmers Care Drive to Feed Kids partnered with the Missouri Pork Association to
give more than 10,500 pounds of ground pork to the Food Bank for Central and
Northeast Missouri, which by Food Bank calculations comes out to about 48,000
servings. The fact that packers are operating at about 80 percent capacity because
of the COVID outbreak means there are more hogs available, according to Don
Nikodim, executive director of the Missouri Pork Association. Pigs in the first round
of donations were given by JBS packing company as well as by individual Missouri
producers, said Nikodim. This includes Bill Kessler, a pig farmer from Mexico,
Missouri, one of the first to donate to the program. Read more from Brownfield Ag.

> Small Rural Businesses Fight for Bailout Aid: The $2 trillion CARES Act
Congress approved in late March funded several Small Business Administration
programs but critics say many rural entrepreneurs have been left out. They say
unclear federal guidance has deterred many rural business owners from applying
for help, and that many of them lack the banking relationships necessary to tap
the largest pot of federal money: the Paycheck Protection Program. Responding to
the criticism, the Small Business Administration and Treasury Department late last
week announced they would set aside $10 billion in funding for the Paycheck
Protection Program to be lent exclusively to Community Development Financial
Institutions (CDFIs), which lend to rural, minority and underserved groups. It’s a
step in the right direction, but not all CDFIs are participating in the paycheck
program, said Vandell Hampton Jr., president and CEO of True Access Capital,
which isn’t participating. Smaller lenders don’t have the capital to lend and wait to
be reimbursed, nor do they have the capacity to quickly process loan applications,
Hampton said. Read more from Pew Trusts.

> College Board Scraps Plans to Give SAT at Home: The College Board, which
administers the SAT, has abandoned plans to offer an at-home test, as the
coronavirus pandemic continues to upend the U.S. college admissions process.
Taking the test requires three hours of uninterrupted, high-quality internet access,
which can’t be guaranteed for all students, the New York-based nonprofit said
Tuesday. Millions of students have been unable to take college admissions exams
because testing sites, often at local high schools, have been closed for months due
to the pandemic. The next SAT exam is scheduled for August. Rival ACT is still
moving forward with its test on June 13. Read more from Bloomberg. 

> Google Faces $5 Billion Lawsuit for Internet Use Tracking: Google was
sued on Tuesday in a proposed class action accusing the internet search company
of illegally invading the privacy of millions of users by pervasively tracking their
internet use through browsers set in "private" mode. The lawsuit seeks at least $5
billion, accusing the Alphabet unit of collecting information about what people view
online and where they do their browsing, despite using what Google calls Incognito
mode. The complaint said Google surreptitiously collects data through Google
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Analytics, Google Ad Manager, and other applications and website plug-ins,
including smartphone apps, regardless of whether users click on Google-supported
ads. The complaint said the proposed class likely includes "millions" of Google
users who since June 1, 2016 browsed the internet in "private" mode. It seeks
damages per user of $5,000 or three times actual damages, whichever is greater,
for violations of federal wiretapping and California privacy laws. (Source: Reuters)

> Zoom Revenue Grew +169%: Zoom reported revenue growth of 169% from
the previous year in its first-quarter earnings report on Tuesday, and nearly
doubled its revenue guidance for the full year, as the coronavirus pandemic drove
millions of new customers to the video calling service and turned it into a
household name. However, shares rose less than 2% after hours, as investors had
already sent the stock up more than 200% this year. The company reported
earnings of +20 cents per share on revenue of $328.2 million, which handily
topped analyst estimates. The company also significantly increased its guidance
for the fiscal year. It now expects $1.21 to $1.29 in adjusted earnings per share
on $1.78 billion to $1.80 billion in revenue. In keeping with its previous practices,
the company did not disclose active user numbers. However, Bernstein analysts
Zane Chrane and Michelle Isaacs, who have the equivalent of a buy rating on
Zoom stock, estimated that the Zoom’s mobile app had 173 million monthly active
users as of May 27, up from 14 million on March 4. Read more HERE.  

> "Mission: Impossible 7" to Resume Production in September: After
shutting down filming earlier this year due to COVID-19, “Mission: Impossible 7” is
set to restart filming in September - and the film’s outdoor scenes are set to shoot
first. Plans to restart a major tentpole movie like “Mission: Impossible 7,” with its
huge crews, casts and multiple locations, will be seen as a major boost for the
global film production industry. Production on the Tom Cruise-starring franchise
was halted in late February just days before it was due to start shooting scenes in
Venice. At the time, Italy was emerging as the epicenter of the coronavirus
outbreak in Europe. Read more HERE.

> Winners of the International Photography Contest Announced: From a
Porsche in an ice race to a psychedelic frog in mid-jump, the winners of the
International Photography Awards are here and they are really stunning. The
theme of this year's competition is "Movement" and each of the winners has
captured movement, be it in nature or on the streets or in the form of a dancer, in
the powerful images. Check out all the winners HERE.
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Western Tennessee - We grow corn, beans, and wheat and we just finished corn
planting and will get after the beans now. We have had to wait on all the wet
weather lately and it seems we are in for a lot more with a storm from the gulf
soon. We will start on the wheat harvest and get as much as we can before then.
All in all, the wheat did well this year but there was a late frost that may knock a
few bushels off the yields. We haven't seen much movement in acres or land
prices lately but I hear banks may not be lending to as many folks around these
parts next season. We are busting our butts to find other revenue streams or
diversifications and I'd consider organics, but we just are not that close to
populated areas to make it work.

South Central Texas - The field my house sits on is Abilene and Wichita clay
loam. It was in grass and weeds when I bought the house. Mostly Johnson grass.
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I’ve been plowing it mostly to try and get rid of the Johnson grass. I should have
run a shredder. I’ve tried ripping it and then bedding up old school, but after it
rains it just seals back off like I never ripped it. It seems hard too, but I was able
to no-till some hegari sorghum a good inch deep with a heavy double disk drill. I’m
thinking about planting some late corn with a friend's max emerge on the rest of
it. The neighbors all run chisel plows over and over but their water runs off worse
than mine. I could always rip the corn down the middle after it’s up if I had to. I
plan to just keep watching for strip-till units at auctions but, so far, no luck.

Central Illinois - This is a neighbor's field that runs along my field of beans. I am
curious about what caused the purple leaves. It's only in patches - other parts of
the field are green. The purple corn looks to be stunted a little bit. I'm finding out
that it happens in certain brands but the corn will bounce back and it's not actually
dead. It just looks really bad and you can see it from a distance.
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TODAY'S RIDDLE: I have many faces, expressions and emotions and am only
one tap away. What am I?
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During 2020, iSelect, The VanTrump Report and The Yield Lab Institute are
sponsoring a series of weekly webinars featuring the best in agriculture innovation.
Agrifood Conversations is all about driving innovation and each month will
highlight a specific theme, from biologicals to vertical farms, featuring emerging
topics such as soil health, biologics, plant genetics, vertical farming, precision
agriculture, herd health and management, and aquaculture, to name a few. Once
a quarter, we’ll open up the conversation with a panel of experts on that month’s
topic. Learn about new trends in ag, connect with industry leaders and discover
new solutions.

Join us each Thursday at 3pm CT for Agrifood Conversations.
 

Helping Growers Stay Competitive
Farmers wanting to stay competitive in the commodity space are at a tipping
point, and can no longer avoid adopting the necessary technology that will allow
them to stay that way. Unfortunately, many producers hesitate to invest in
complex, costly and often, ineffective equipment, after having had a very poor
initial experience with companies and their products. In my opinion, there is no
way around the fact that in order to compete in any commodity space you'll have
to be a low-cost provider and technology is one of the main tools to get you there.
But even today, many growers are struggling to manage the risk as well as
accessing the capital needed to deploy these necessities. Growers Edge, based in
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Johnson, Iowa, is now delivering financial products and solutions, allowing growers
to adopt new agriculture technologies and agronomy practices that will drive the
yields higher and provide income assurance.

Growers Edge has recently partnered with CropX, who provides soil sensing
technology, to incentivize farmers to adopt soil sensing technology to optimize
farm management. The team at Growers Edge has recognized that the financial
instruments available today do not meet the needs of those who want to embrace
new ways to improve the profitability and sustainability of their operations.
Changing how agricultural inputs and services are sold, Growers Edge will help
farms of all sizes and budgets confidently embrace in-soil data technologies to
modernize farm management.

From what I understand, the companies will work together to develop an
agronomic prescription based on CropX field trial data and the Growers Edge
analytics platform to create a precise model for farmers using CropX sensors to
follow in an effort to improve yields and profitability. I'm told they are currently
running a pilot program that features an irrigation practice prescription and a
Growers Edge money-back guarantee that reduces the risk of adopting CropX
technology. Not a bad way to gain some market share.

With the macroeconomic headwinds making profitable farming increasingly
difficult, and net farm income well below its highs in 2013, and 2019, growers can
no longer view technology as something for the big boys. Agtech is more powerful
now with over $6.7 billion invested in new farm technologies in the last five years,
so tune in to learn how Growers Edge is working to help farmers better manage
the financial side of their businesses, and mitigate the risk of trying new agtech at
“Managing Farm Profits to Support Agtech Adoption,” a webinar to be held at 3pm
CT on Thursday, June 4, featuring Dan Cosgrove, CEO of Growers Edge. Learn
more at their website HERE.
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Your Favorite Local Craft Brewery Might Be Gone
Now that states are letting businesses open back up, you might want to call before
heading to your local craft brewery. I'm told that craft beer's once-flourishing
industry, built on new, trendy, and cleverly named products, could see -30% of the
8,275 brewers in existence go out of business. There's even a recent survey
released by the Brewers Association, a national trade group, that paints a bleaker
picture for the industry, saying -46% might be forced to permanently close within
three months of reopening due to the effects of the coronavirus pandemic. Keep in
mind, most craft brewers are small, meaning they produce 1,000 barrels or less a
day and generally don't have a lot of cash on hand. Many of them are also
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strapped with higher levels of debt because of the brewing equipment they had to
purchase.

I'm not much of a craft beer drinker but what's going to be disappointing for many
is that by losing brewers, folks are also losing the characteristics that have come
to define the sector and contribute to its robust growth during the last decade,
that being the place where you can experiment and get introduced to new and
never-heard-of-before brews. Unfortunately, the current environment will most
likely cause patrons to cross this destination off their list at first, regardless of how
creative owners can get. Those breweries that do open but have depended on on-
premise sales for the lion's share of their revenue will most likely be at risk unless
they can crack the new code.

Craft brewers draw nearly 45% of their sales on-premise, and those sales come
with much higher margins than packaged sales. Many facilities worked hard and
poured significant capital into their operations over the years for those margins,
and now industry experts are calling it a cruel irony. Meaning that all the
conventional wisdom in craft breweries over the last couple of years has been that
selling beer and package distribution is really hard, and competitive, so focusing
on your taproom or brewpub was the smart thing to do, or so it seemed. Experts
say that even before the coronavirus, retailers were dropping some craft brands
that weren't as profitable while cutting back on shelf space devoted to the industry
as a whole. But the segment was able to continue prospering at taprooms because
of those higher margins.

Like other premium segments in the food and beverage space, craft's challenges
on the shelf appear to have picked up momentum during the virus outbreak, with
smaller brewers responsible for much of the decline. I'm told during the six-week
period ended April 11, Nielsen reported there were about -1,900 fewer beer,
flavored malt beverages, and cider items for sale across the category. The top-20
craft companies ranked by total dollar sales in Nielsen off-premise channels, sold
only 28 fewer items compared to last year while the remaining players had a
decline of 1,621 offerings, a drop of nearly 12%, leading some to say the highly
competitive space may have hit its peak.

Following several years of rapid growth that saw the number of brewers increase
+417% from 1,600 operations in 2009 to the more than 8,000 last year, some
believe a "craft beer bubble" was already brewing. Adding to the market saturation
is the growing number of consumers switching to low or no-alcohol beers, low-
calorie brews, or more hard liquors like scotch and whiskey.

This is a tough time for many hard-working entrepreneurs who have poured their
skills and passions into their business. Like I say about all local business, do what
you can do to support the ones you value. It's the only way for many of them to
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survive the inevitable and unforeseen road bumps that exist. (Source: Fooddive,
LATimes, Inc.)
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It Don't Cost Nuthin' To Be Nice
I came across this e-mail again the other day, I've shared it before but wanted to
pass it along again. I always liked it...
 

At a Touchdown Club meeting many years ago, Coach Paul "Bear" Bryant told the following story: 
I had just been named the new head coach at Alabama and was off in my old car down in South
Alabama recruiting a prospect who was supposed to have been a pretty good player, and I was having
trouble finding the place. 

Getting hungry, I spied an old cinderblock building with a small sign out front that simply said
"Restaurant." 

I pull up, go in, and every head in the place turns to stare at me. Seems I'm the only white fella in the
place. But the food smelled good, so I skip a table and go up to a cement bar and sit. 

A big ole man in a t-shirt and cap comes over and says, "What do you need?" 

I told him I needed lunch and what did they have today? He says, "You probably won't like it here.
Today we're having chitlins, collard greens and black-eyed peas with cornbread. Ain't no white folks
ever eat here. I'll bet you don't even know what chitlins are, do you?" 

I looked him square in the eye and said, "I'm from Arkansas, and I've probably eaten a mile of them.
Sounds like I'm in the right place." 
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The other folks all smiled as he left to serve me up a big plate. When he comes back he says, "You
ain't from around here then?" I explain I'm the new football coach up in Tuscaloosa at the University
and I'm here to find whatever that boy's name was, and he says, "Yeah I've heard of him, he's
supposed to be pretty good." And he gives me directions to the school so I can meet him and his
coach. 

As I'm paying up to leave, I remember my manners and leave a tip, not too big to be flashy, but a good
one, and he told me lunch was on him, but I told him for a lunch that good, I felt I should pay. The big
man asked me if I had a photograph or something he could hang up to show I'd been there. 

I was so new that I didn't have any yet. It really wasn't that big a thing back then to be asked for, but I
took a napkin and wrote his name and address on it and told him I'd get him one. 

I met the kid I was looking for later that afternoon and I don't remember his name, but do remember I
didn't think much of him when I met him. 

I had wasted a day, or so I thought. When I got back to Tuscaloosa late that night, I took that napkin
from my shirt pocket and put it under my keys so I wouldn't forget it. Back then I was excited that
anybody would want a picture of me. The next day we found a picture and I wrote on it, 

"Thanks for the best lunch I've ever had." 

Now let's go a whole buncha years down the road. Now we have black players at Alabama and I'm
back down in that part of the country scouting an offensive lineman we sure needed. Y'all remember,
(and I forget the name, but it's not important to the story), well anyway, he's got two friends going to
Auburn and he tells me he's got his heart set on Auburn too, so I leave empty-handed and go on to
see some others while I'm down there. 

Two days later, I'm in my office in Tuscaloosa and the phone rings and it's this kid who just turned me
down, and he says, "Coach, do you still want me at Alabama ?" 

And I said, "Yes I sure do." And he says "OK, I'll come". 

And I say, "Well son, what changed your mind?" 

And he said, "When my grandpa found out that I had a chance to play for you and said no, he pitched
a fit and told me I wasn't going nowhere but Alabama and wasn't playing for nobody but you. He thinks
a lot of you and has ever since y'all met." 

Well, I didn't know his granddad from Adam's housecat so I asked him who his granddaddy was and
he said, "You probably don't remember him, but you ate in his restaurant your first year at Alabama
and you sent him a picture that he's had hung in that place ever since. That picture's his pride and joy
and he still tells everybody about the day that Bear Bryant came in and had chitlins with him..." 

"My grandpa said that when you left there, he never expected you to remember him or to send him
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that picture, but you kept your word to him and to Grandpa, that's everything. He said you could teach
me more than football and I had to play for a man like you, so I guess I'm going to." I was floored. But I
learned that the lessons my mama taught me were always right. 

It don't cost nuthin' to be nice. 

It don't cost nuthin’ to do the right thing most of the time, and it costs a lot to lose your good name by
breaking your word to someone. When I went back to sign that boy, I looked up his Grandpa and he's
still running that place, but it looks a lot better now. And he didn't have chitlins that day, but he had
some ribs that would make Dreamland proud. 

I made sure I posed for a lot of pictures; and don't think I didn't leave some new ones for him, too,
along with a signed football. I made it clear to all my assistants to keep this story and these lessons in
mind when they're out on the road. 

If you remember anything else from me, remember this. It really doesn't cost anything to be nice, and
the rewards can be unimaginable. 

Special Note: Coach Bryant was in the presence of those few gentlemen for only
minutes and he defined himself for life. Regardless of our profession, we often
define ourselves by how we treat others and how we behave in the presence of
others, and most of the time we have only minutes or seconds to leave that lasting
impression. We can be rude, crude, arrogant, cantankerous, or we can be nice.
Remember, it don't cost nuthin' to be nice and it can pay big dividends for years
and years! 
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ANSWER to riddle: Emojis.
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